Encouraging the move towards predictive population models for the obese using propofol as a motivating example.
To develop a predictive pharmacokinetic model for propofol that could inform development of a dosing strategy for the obese population. A prior model that included a nonlinear relationship between clearance (CL) and Total Body Weight (TBW) was re-parameterized with a linear relationship between CL and Lean Body Weight (LBW). The predictive performance of both models was compared and the LBW model used to explore propofol exposure from normal to obese patients. A dosing strategy was evaluated that normalized awakening time across a range of patient weights. The predictive performance of the LBW model was similar to the nonlinear TBW model for normal weighted subjects. Simulations in 70-160 kg subjects indicated that dosing linearly on TBW (label recommendation), in contrast to LBW, resulted in increased plasma concentrations in the larger weight groups. This result might explain why obese subjects take longer to awaken from anesthesia compared to normal weighted subjects. Dosing by LBW normalized patient awakening times across this weight range. LBW as a covariate provides a plausible mechanistic explanation for an observed nonlinear increase in drug CL with TBW and may be suitable for developing dosing strategies that are appropriate for use in the obese population.